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Files of The Times, with its invaluable though sometimes in-
adequate Index, normally suffice in the first instance; but speeches
or events localized at a distance from London and in the sphere
of some great provincial paper will often be found more fully
recorded in the latter. Papers of the popular type introduced by
Lord NorthclifFe can too seldom be relied on for f h<:ir distinctive
evidence regarding facts, but are of value as mirroring social
history and illustrating currents of opinion. Ideas among the
governing classes were best reflected in the monthly reviews—
the Fortnightly and Contemporary throughout the period, the Nine*
teenth Century from 1877, the National Review from 1883; after 1890
a good many shorter-lived magazines attracted from time to time
much of the best writing and thought. The two old quarterlies
still ran, but were relatively in the background* Visual pictures
of how people dressed and looked are supplied by the iJhisl rated
journals; and after the advent of the process-block (in the early
nineties) these were based increasingly on photographs instead
of drawings.
A third category is that of almanacs and periodical reference
books. The most generally useful of these—•Whit&fofs Almanack,
The Statesman's Tear Book, and Whfs Who—have no official status,
but high standards of reliability; though even in the last-named,
where the biographies were furnished by the persons biograph-
ized, serious mis-statements may occur if those persons ho desired,
Who's Who has published two memorial volumes, Who Wtt$ WIw,
1557-19/6" and xgi6^xgsi89 which are of service for this period*
Other useful annuals in the same class are the Dimtory oj'Directors
(from 1879), the Municipal Year Book (from i8t)7)9 and the Tmr
Booh issued in the Edwardian period and after by the Daily Mail
and the Daily News. On a rather different footing are those
annuals, which, covering the personnel of a particular profession
or association, have for it a more or less official character* Such
are the Law List (for judges, barristers, and solicitors), Crock/mi's
Clerical Directory (for the Anglican clergy)» the Medical Krister
(statutory and official for medical practitioners), the Calendars of
the various universities, &a Dod's Parliamentary Companion should
perhaps be included under this type rather than the other-
Two secondary authorities of wide general value for this period
are the Annual Register and the Dictionary qf Natimd Biagrap/y.
The former might almost be classed with the newspapers;* fur, in
effect, it is a comprehensive annual journal on a level of quality

